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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

In 2010, the NSW Department of Industry and Investment (NSW I&I) and the QLD 
Department of Employment, Economic Development and Innovation (QLD DEEDI) in 
conjunction with Fishway Consulting Services (FCS), produced a draft report entitled 
‘Fishway Options for Weirs of the Northern Murray-Darling Basin’. This report provides an 
account of the composition and migratory requirements of the fish fauna of the river systems 
of the Northern Murray-Darling Basin, and identifies high priority barriers to fish migration in 
these systems.  

A total of 11 weirs on the Darling, Warrego, Condamine and Dumaresq Rivers, have been 
identified as being ‘high priority’ barriers to fish passage. This report focuses on five of the 
highest priority weirs, namely: Tilpa Weir, Cunnamulla Weir, Warra Town Weir, Glenarbon 
Weir and Cunningham Weir. The rationale behind this selection being that Tilpa Weir can be 
used as a model for future fish passage projects on weirs in the Darling system and 
Glenarbon Weir a model for the Dumaresq system. Cunnamulla, Warra Town, and 
Cunningham Weirs are considered stand-alone high priority projects.  

The ecological and biological data presented in the initial report is supplemented with an 
assessment of the hydraulic and technical design constraints associated with providing fish 
passage at each weir structure. This information is assessed and a comparison of the 
available fish passage options is made for each weir.  

A preferred option for the provision of fish passage is identified, based on a comparison of 
the ecological, economic, constructability and hydraulic constraints associated with each 
weir.  

Based on the findings of this analysis the following preferred options have been identified and 
a cost estimate for the implementation of each has been calculated.  

Weir  Recommendation  Cost Estimate  
Tilpa Weir  Vertical-slot Fishway  $1.41 million  

Cunnamulla Weir  Vertical-slot Fishway  $2.76 million  
Warra Town Weir  Full-width Rock-ramp Fishway  $0.72 million  
Glenarbon Weir  Vertical-slot Fishway  $0.80 million  

Cunningham Weir  Removal of Structure  $0.65 million  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In late 2009, the NSW Department of Industry and Investment (I&I NSW) and the QLD 
Department of Employment, Economic Development and Innovation (QLD DEEDI, Fisheries) 
were commissioned by the Murray Darling Basin Authority (MDBA) to identify and prioritise 
weirs in the Northern Murray-Darling Basin that are barriers to fish migration.  

A total of 11 weirs on the Darling, Warrego, Condamine and Dumaresq Rivers, were identified 
as being ‘high priority’ barriers to fish passage (Figure 1). Five of these structures (Tilpa Weir, 
Cunnamulla Weir, Warra Town Weir, Glenarbon Weir and Cunningham Weir) have been 
selected for initial consideration for the provision of fish passage. The rationale behind this 
being that Tilpa Weir can be used as a model for future fish passage projects on Wilcannia, 
Louth, 20A and 19A weirs on the Darling system; and Glenarbon Weir as the model for 
Bonshaw Weir on the Dumaresq River. Cunnamulla, Warra Town, and Cunningham Weirs 
are considered stand-alone high priority projects.  

In 2010, I&I NSW, QLD DEEDI (Fisheries) in conjunction with Fishway Consulting Services 
(FCS) provided SMEC with a draft report entitled ‘Fishway Options for Weirs of the Northern 
Murray-Darling Basin’. This report evaluated the ecological and hydraulic requirements for the 
provision of fish passage at each structure, and included:  

• identification of the fish species and size classes requiring passage over each weir;  
• assessment of how the hydrology of the Northern Murray-Darling Basin impacts fish 

passage; and  
• identification of specific constraints and design requirements at each weir site.  

 
Based on this evaluation, the current report identifies the technical options available for the 
provision of fish passage over each weir and evaluates each option in terms of suitability, cost 
and constructability. A justified recommendation is then made of a preferred option and 
preliminary concept designs and costs are provided.  

Together, the two reports provide an assessment of the composition and migratory 
requirements of the fish fauna in the Northern Murray-Darling Basin, an analysis of available 
options for fish passage, and justification for the preferred options in terms of the ecological, 
hydraulic and technical design constraints associated with each weir.  

Fish Passage Options & Design | 3003541 | Revision No. 2 December 2010 Page | 1  
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2  FISH PASSAGE OPTIONS CONSIDERED 

Several options for the provision of fish passage past weir structures have been 
implemented in Australia with varying degrees of success.  The final choice of a preferred 
option is dependent on a number of contributing factors, including: 
 

• The nature and design of the weir. 
• The fish species and size classes requiring passage over the weir. 
• The expected flows. 
• If the weir is operational or decommissioned. 
• The current state of repair of the weir. 
• If there is an existing fishway. 
• The relative cost of each fish passage option. 

 
It is beyond the scope of this report to provide a detailed account of all available fish 
passage options.  However; a brief review of the options that were considered in this 
analysis is provided below (a good review of contemporary fish passage options for the 
Australian situation is provided in Thorncraft & Harris, 2000). 
 
Weir Removal – Generally the preferred option in terms of restoration of fish passage as 
it restores the natural flow regime to the reach and allows unrestricted movement to all 
species and size classes of fish over the range of natural flows.  Weir removal is often 
more cost-effective than constructing a fishway, and can provide additional benefits to the 
health of a river such as the restoration of natural sedimentation regimes. 
 
Currently, the NSW Department of Industry and Investment is leading the way in the use 
of weir removal as a management option for river rehabilitation in Australia. NSW has 
introduced new legislation and policies dealing with the development of new weirs and 
removal options for existing structures.  
 
Removal is often a viable option for decommissioned weirs.  However, if a structure is still 
in use removal may be unacceptable to the local community as the weir pool often 
supplies water for irrigation, stock or domestic use.  Under such circumstances alternative 
options must be considered. 
 
Pros.  
 

• Provides unrestricted movement for all size classes and species of fish over the 
full range of natural flows. 
 

• Often more cost effective than building a fish passage structure. 
 
• No cleaning or maintenance requirements post removal. 

 
Cons.  
 

• Results in a loss of water storage and may not have wide public or political 
support. 

 
• Can result in short term localised downstream impacts such as sedimentation or 

erosion. 
 
Refurbishment – Some weirs have existing fishway structures that were included in the 
original design.  There is potential to repair or modify these structures to reflect current 
best practices in fishway design.  The major issue with refurbishment is that many original 
fishways were designed and constructed 30 – 40 years ago.  At this time most fish 
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passage designs where developed based on very limited information about fish 
requirements, or information based on North American migratory species.  It is understood 
today that the migratory and passage requirements of North American fish are very 
different from those of Australian species.  Many of these early fishways were built either 
on too steep a gradient; with steps too high for passage of most Australian species; or 
with some other geometrical design flaw that render them inefficient under most flows. 
 
As a result of fundamental flaws in the design of most older fishways refurbishment or 
retrofitting often requires major modifications at equivalent cost to building a new fishway.  
 
Pros.  
 

• If the geometry and design of the existing fishway is sound considerable cost 
savings can be realised by refurbishment.  

Cons.  
 

• Refurbishment of existing fishways is often impracticable due to poor geometry 
and/or an advanced state of degradation of the fishway and/or weir.  
 

• Cost of refurbishment is often similar to construction of a new, more efficient, 
fishway. 

 
Rock-Ramp Fishway - Rock-ramp fishways simulate the structure of a riffle or rocky 
creek. Full-width rock-ramp fishways are generally only cost effective for narrow streams.  
For wider streams partial-width rock-ramp fishways are built over part of the width of a 
barrier, generally with a return leg to bring the entrance close to the weir wall.  

Rock-ramp fishways are typically built on low slopes, usually greater than 1:20. The 
design uses rocks to provide roughness that creates zones of low water velocity. This 
roughness is decreased when the large rocks in the fishway become submerged; as a 
result the effective operating range is generally narrow as there is a gradual decrease in 
fish passage efficiency with increasing depth over the rocks. 

Pros.  

• Can have a relatively low capital cost compared with other fishways but this 
depends on the design criteria (e.g. depth, width, and a nearby supply of large 
angular rock).  

• Rock-ramp fishways have the potential to pass a high biomass (depending on the 
depth and width of the design).  

• Properly designed full-width rock-ramps in streams which do not have low 
minimum flows are almost free from maintenance.  

Cons.  

• Typically a variation in upstream water levels (headwater or weir pool) of only 0.2m 
can be accommodated in the design.   

• In streams with periods of low or no flow there is often encroachment of 
vegetation, this reduces the surface area of the rock-ramp disrupting the 
hydraulics, reducing fish passage efficiency and increasing maintenance 
requirements. 

• At low stream-flow sites rock-ramp fishways have shallow depths that reduce 
passage of medium and large bodied fish and can increase the risk of predation 
(this may be partially overcome by construction of a low-flow channel). 
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• Rock-ramps have a larger construction footprint compared with other fishways.  

• The rock-ramp can be infilled with sediment after flooding events reducing 
efficiency, the extent of this problem depends on the bedload of the stream and the 
deposition patterns near the weir and fishway. 

• Maintenance can be more difficult than other fishway designs as the hydraulics are 
complex and it is difficult to measure how the efficiency is being impacted by 
debris accumulation.  

Denil Fishway – Denil structures are comprised of systematically-roughened steep 
channels rather than separate pools they have closely-spaced ‘U’-shaped baffles. As the 
flow jets through the channel, the flow turns upon itself at the base of the baffle and 
creates a low velocity zone that fish use to ascend.  In Australia research has indicated 
the potential of Denil fishways for native fish (Mallen-Cooper & Stuart, 2007). They are still 
being assessed and have been applied to a few sites. 

Pros. 

• Can be applied to steeper slopes (e.g. 1:12 to 1:7) than vertical-slot designs. 

• Low capital cost. 

• Small construction footprint. 

• Can be pre-cast off-site, in fibreglass, aluminium or steel. 

Cons. 

• Denil fishways operate over a limited headwater range of approximately 0.4 m for 
small fish and 0.8 m for large fish, which is wider than rock-ramp fishways but 
narrower than vertical-slot fishways.  

• Initial biological assessment indicates passage of small fish is poorer than for other 
fishways.  

• Susceptible to blockage from floating debris leading to high maintenance and 
cleaning costs. 

• Less data and experience with passage of native fish than other fishways. 

Vertical-Slot Fishway – This is a variation of a simple pool and weir design, consisting of 
a series of pools connected by a narrow vertical slot allowing fish to swim from pool to 
pool and bypass the weir. They are usually built in a channel and the pools are separated 
by baffles; this results in fish only having to use burst speeds for small periods of time 
before being able to rest. In the Australian application, vertical slot fishways are effective 
as they cater for a range of fish sizes and are suitable for fish utilising all depths within the 
water column.  

Generally, for application in Australia the gradient of vertical slot designs has varied from 
1:32 to 1:15, and pool size from 3 m long by 2 m wide to 1.5 m long by 1.0 m wide. Slot 
widths are varied according to the swimming characteristics of the target species. There is 
a minimum depth in the channel of one metre but the channel is usually deeper at the 
tailwater side to accommodate rises in river levels during higher flows.  

Pros.  

• Can operate over a wide range of headwater and tailwater levels 
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• Can be adapted to streams with differing minimum flows to maximise operating 
time by modifying the slope, head loss, slot width and slot depth.  

• The full depth slot in the baffle enables the passage of bottom- and surface-
dwelling species. 

• Provides good pool depth even at minimal streamflow allowing passage of large 
bodied fish depending on the slot width requirements. 

• Can be designed with low water velocities and turbulence for small fish. 

• Has the capacity to pass a high biomass of fish. 

• Caters for both upstream and downstream migration. 

• The flow pattern in each pool tends to be self-scouring. 

• The internal hydraulics are consistent and predictable so that maintenance needs 
are easily detectable. 

Cons. 

• Can have a high capital cost compared with other fishways (depends on design 
parameters such as pool size and gradient). 

• Poor passage of turtles, crustaceans and other invertebrates. 

• Maintenance and cleaning costs can be higher than for rock-ramp structures (this 
can be managed with well-designed trash racks). 

• At high tailwater in some designs there can low water velocity at the entrance and 
less efficient attraction of fish (this can be overcome by providing multiple 
entrances). 

For any fishway ongoing maintenance is an issue that must be considered early in the 
design phase. Regular maintenance of the structure following construction is essential to 
ensure that the prescribed hydrology is maintained, especially with regards to debris 
accumulation.  Factors that must be taken in to consideration when deciding which type of 
structure to construct at a site include: availability of funds and labour for maintenance; 
remoteness of the site; the impact of debris accumulation on performance of the fishway; 
and the availability and reliability of a power supply if automation (e.g. gates) is part of the 
final design.  
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3  OPTIONS ANALYSIS 

3.1  Tilpa Weir 

Tilpa Weir is located on the main channel of the Darling River at the settlement of Tilpa 
approximately 190 km downstream of Bourke. The structure was constructed in 1972 to 
provide water for stock and irrigation.  
 
Tilpa Weir (No. 24), Louth Weir (No. 21), Weir 20A, and Weir 19A are all significant  
barriers to fish migration between Wilcannia Weir and Bourke Weir on the Darling River (a 
total distance of approximately 700 km; NSW DPI, 2006). 
 
Figure 2.  Tilpa Weir at Low Flow (Photo sourced from: NSW DPI, 2006) 

 
 

3.1.1  Site Constraints 

Tilpa weir is approximately 3.5 m high and 78.0 m across the length of its crest, and is 
constructed of sheet metal piling, concrete and rock fill (NSW DPI, 2004; Figure 2). The 
structure is a fixed crest design with no gates or culverts associated with it. However, the 
structure does have a submerged orifice fishway on the left hand bank† (Figure 3), which 
currently does not pass fish under most flows (NSW DPI, 2004).  
 
The existing fishway consists of 24 cells on a slope of 1:6 and is very similar in design to 
other fishways currently on the Darling River at Weirs 19A, 20A and Louth Weir 21. In its 
current state of disrepair it is estimated that the fishway would not pass fish at flows of 
less than 2,400 Ml/day. Limited fish passage may be possible at flows in excess of 2,400 
Ml/day with a head loss of approximately 200 mm (Cooney, 1994). Historical time 

                                                
†
 Convention used to identify banks throughout this report is facing downstream 
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weighted flow duration curves for the Darling River at Louth (425004) and Tilpa (425900) 
show that flows exceed 2,400 Ml/day 25-30% of the time (based on available flow data 
from 1983 – 2005 for 425004 and 1995 – 2005 for 425900‡). Placement of rock 
downstream of the sheet pile crest also forms a rock-ramp fishway, the smaller rocks have 
been washed downstream, resulting in a 30 – 50 cm drop below the crest which severely 
limits fish passage. 
 
Figure 3.  Existing Orifice Fishway at Tilpa Weir (Photo sourced from: NSW DPI, 2006) 

 

 
Although limited fish passage may be possible approximately 30% of the time, the timing 
of elevated flows (Figure 4) may not necessarily coincide with migration requirements of 
fish species within the Darling River; as such the weir represents a significant barrier to 
fish passage for extended periods, especially during small to medium flows which are 
critical for recruitment.  
  

                                                
‡
 This flow data must be viewed in the context that the region has been in drought for approximately the 

last ten years, and exceedences under ‘normal’ conditions may be greater than 30%). 
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Figure 4.  Tilpa Weir Under Near Drown-Out Conditions (Photo: M. Clarke, 29/8/2010) 

 

3.1.2  Weir Operational Requirements 

Tilpa Weir is located downstream of the confluence with Warrego, Culgoa, Bokhara, 
Barwon, and Bogan Rivers. The Barwon-Darling River headwaters originate in southeast 
Queensland and are fed by the Macintyre, Gwydir, Namoi, Castlereagh and Macquarie 
Rivers in New South Wales. The Warrego River is an intermittent watercourse that fees a 
significant volume of water into the system during flood conditions.  
 
The weir pool provides water for stock and irrigation and there are several licensed 
extractors.  
  
3.1.3  Fish Passage Requirements 

Eighteen species of native fish and six alien species are predicted to occur in the Darling 
River region (I&I NSW Freshwater Fish Database; from McDowall, 1996; Allen et al., 
2002). Of these, 11 native species and three alien species have been captured during 
sampling events conducted up to 2009 in regions surrounding indentified priority weirs 
(including Tilpa; I&I NSW Freshwater Fish Database, MDBA sustainable Rivers Audit – 
data to 2009). 

Six species that migrate extensively as part of their life cycle have been captured from the 
mainstream Darling River; Australian smelt, bony herring, golden perch, silver perch, 
spangled perch and Murray cod. The remaining species migrate to a lesser extent, 
presumably to counter downstream displacement during high flows. The six species with 
extensive migratory requirements should be targeted when considering any fish passage 
design option, as it is the life-cycles of these species that are impacted most severely by 
instream barriers. 

Five of the six principal migratory species grow to greater than 100 mm in length, and 
golden perch and Murray cod can grow over 500 mm in length. For all species found in 
the Darling River the probable length of individuals undertaking migrations is 60-500 mm 
(I&I NSW et al., 2010). It is this size range that should be accommodated by the preferred 
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fish passage option, with the added capacity to pass large Murray cod of up to 1.8 m in 
areas where fish of this size have been recorded in the past. Photographs on the wall of 
the Tilpa Hotel suggest that large Murray cod are present in the vicinity of the weir. 
  
3.1.4  Fish Passage Options 

Weir Removal – Although this is considered the preferred option in terms of the provision 
of fish passage it may not be acceptable to the local community.  The weir pool provides 
water for the nearby settlement of Tilpa, and licensed water users utilise the upstream 
weir pool for irrigation and stock and domestic water supply. The weir pool is also a 
popular seasonal fishing spot and swimming area (NSW DPI, 2004).  An extensive public 
consultation process inclusive of all stakeholders and identifying suitable compensations 
for lost provision would be necessary before this option can be appropriately assessed. 
 
Refurbishment of Existing Fishway – The existing fishway is a combination of rock-
ramp and submerged orifice designs constructed when the weir was built in 1972. Since 
construction it seems that much of the smaller rock has been washed downstream of the 
weir resulting in a head loss of 30 - 50 cm over the crest. As a result, the weir acts as a 
barrier to fish passage when flows are less than 2,400 Ml/day; above 2,400 Ml/day the 
structure becomes drowned out with some fish passage possible (Cooney, 1994).  
 
The grade of the submerged orifice fishway is approximately 1:6 which is now considered 
too steep for the efficient passage of many size classes of Australian species of fish. It is 
unlikely that refurbishment of the existing structure would be possible as it is currently in a 
state of extreme degradation and would need to be completely rebuilt. 
 
Full Width Rock-Ramp Fishway - The Darling River is approximately 78 m wide in the 
vicinity of Tilpa Weir, and the weir structure itself is approximately 3.5 m high. Given that 
the optimal slope for a rock-ramp fishway is 1:25 (Mallen-Cooper, 2008) a rock-ramp 
structure approximately 87 m long would be required. A full width rock-ramp structure of 
this length will require approximately 6000 m3 of clay and 12,000 tonne of rock to 
construct. Tilpa is located approximately 500 km from the nearest rock quarry capable of 
supplying this quantity and quality of rock.  

The preliminary cost estimate for a full-width rock-ramp fishway at this weir is 
approximately $5.2 million (Appendix 2).  This high cost is due to: 

• Large volumes of rock and clay fill required for a wide channel; 

• High cost of transporting rock to the site; 

• Temporary works for constructing a ramp within a river course; and 

• High risk of damage due to flooding. 

In addition, rock-ramp structures have a narrow operational range of head and tailwater 
levels and are also difficult to construct to maintain depth at low flows (i.e. < 15 Ml/d; 
Mallen-Cooper, 2008). As such, they are not efficient at passing larger bodied fish (such 
as Murray cod) unless deep pools are incorporated in to a low flow channel design (Stuart 
et al., 2008). 

Partial Width Rock-Ramp Fishway – Similar issues are associated with this option as 
with a full width rock-ramp fishway.  A partial width structure which encompasses 12 m of 
the width of the river will require approximately 3,500 tonne of rock plus significant 
engineering of the side walls. Further, under normal (i.e. non-drought) conditions this work 
would probably have to be performed in a wet environment due to the significant flows in 
this part of the river even under low-flow conditions. 
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A partial width rock-ramp fishway also has a narrow operational range of head and tail 
water levels and is not efficient at passing larger bodied fish.  

Denil Fishway - Denil fishways have the advantage that they can be pre-fabricated and 
the structure can have a relatively small footprint (e.g. 0.3. to 0.5 m wide and 0.5 m deep).  
Denil’s are cheaper than vertical-slot structures because they can be constructed on 
steeper slopes, meaning less materials are needed for their construction (Baumgartner, 
2006). Mallen-Cooper (2000) recommends that ideally, Denil inserts should be considered 
where the slope is equal to or less than 1:12, as slopes greater than this limit the 
movement of smaller fish. The slope of the existing fishway is estimated to be in excess of 
1:6 and as such, not optimal for retrofitting with a Denil fishway.  

Denil fishways do not work effectively with varying headwater levels and there is still some 
question as to their effectiveness in passing small fish. If the headwater variation was 
expected to be within that range of 0.2 m a Denil fishway design could be considered for 
this site. However, the requirement to provide fish passage over a wide range of flows and 
size classes cannot be achieved at this site with a Denil design. 

Vertical-Slot Fishway – Vertical-slot fishways have the advantage that the structure is 
compact and confined to a small section of the weir. Also, as they are typically constructed 
from concrete, sourcing and transporting large quantities of rock is not an issue. It is 
anticipated that the small construction footprint required for a vertical-slot design will allow 
much of the construction to be conducted within a sheet piled work area, this will isolate 
the work area from the main flow of the river, allowing construction of the fishway to be 
conducted under dry conditions.  

Vertical-slot structures can be designed to operate over a wider operational range of head 
and tail water levels than rock-ramp structures, and pass a wide range of size classes. 

The preliminary cost estimate for a vertical slot fishway at this site is $1.41 million. A 
breakdown of this cost estimate is provided in Appendix 1. 
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3.1.5  Comparison of Fish Passage Options 

The six fishway options are compared in Table 1 (preferred option is highlighted). The comparison is site specific and does not necessarily apply to other sites or 
fishways with different design criteria. 
 
Table 1.  Comparison of fishway options for Tilpa Weir.  Fish passage functions are scored as effective (�), poor (X), or insufficient data (?). Other criteria are 

scored as good (●●●●), moderate (●●●), marginal (●●), poor/unacceptable (●). 
 

 
Weir Removal 

Refurbishment 
of Existing 

Fishway 

Partial-width 
Rock-ramp 

fishway 

Full-width Rock-
ramp fishway 

Vertical-slot 
fishway 

Denil fishway 

Likely fish passage function Low 
flows 

High 
flows 

Low 
flows 

High 
flows 

Low 
flows 

High 
flows 

Low 
flows 

High 
flows 

Low 
flows 

High 
flows 

Low 
flows 

High 
flows 

small fish (50-100 mm) � � X ? � � � � � � X ? 

medium-sized fish (100-200 mm) � � X ? � � � � � � ? � 

large fish (200-500 mm) � � X � � � � � � � ? � 

surface species � � ? ? X � X � � � ? � 

THREATENED SPECIES             - juveniles � � X ? � � � � � X ? ? 

                                                                      - adults � � X � � � � � � � ? � 

Political/Community Support ● ●●●● ●●●● ●●●● ●●●● ●●●● 

Ease of construction ●● ●●● ●● ● ●●●● ●●●● 
Stability of structure in high floods ●●●● ●●● ●●● ●●● ●●●● ●●●● 

Minimises erosion/sedimentation impacts 
downstream ●● ●●● ●●● ●●● ●●●● ●●●● 

Ease of maintenance ●●●● ●●● ●●●● ●●●● ●●● ●● 
Ease of detecting when maintenance is 
necessary 

N/A ●●● ●●●● ●●●● ●●● ●● 

Efficiency with debris accumulation N/A ●●● ●●●● ●●●● ●●● ● 

Operational range ●●●● ● ●●● ●●● ●●●● ● 

Flexibility to adapt design to future lowering of 
tailwater ●●●● ●● ●●● ●●● ●●●● ●● 

Cost in comparison with preferred option (+ 
higher; - lower; = equivalent; or $ amount where 
calculated) 

- = + $5.26 m§ $1.41 m - 

                                                
§
 See Appendix 2 for a breakdown of this cost estimate 
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3.1.6  Preferred Option 

The preferred fish passage option for Tilpa Weir is the construction of a vertical-slot 
fishway with the following design features: 

• Consists of 23 pools, four of which are turning pools. 

• Channel slope of approximately 1:20. 

• Maximum head loss between pools of 150 mm. 

• Slot widths of at least 300 mm wide and minimum pool depth 1.5 m (to 
accommodate large Murray Cod; even with these dimensions passage through the 
structure will be restricted to fish that are 1 m or less, Stuart et al., 2008). 

• Two slot entrances with gabion walls to accommodate high and low flows (high 
flow entrance located close to base of weir, low flow entrance approximately 12 m 
downstream of weir). 

Limitations and Assumptions – Due to either knowledge gaps about the structure, 
hydrology of the river system or the behavioural ecology of fish species in the Tilpa reach 
of the Darling River, the preferred option and concept designs have been developed in the 
context of the following assumptions and limitations:  

• No information is currently available for the headwater/tailwater relationship. The 
maximum expected headwater difference has been estimated as the difference 
between the weir crest elevation and the tailwater level at zero flow. 

• Maximum design discharge = 7550 QMAX (Ml/day). 

• ∆H= 3.96 m. 

• Weir crest length = 78.0 m. 

• Height of weir = 3.5 m. 

Constructability Issues – The following features of the site and the fishway design will 
impact on the constructability of the preferred option. 

• As the vertical-slot fishway will be fabricated primarily from concrete, sourcing and 
transporting large quantities of rock is not an issue. 

• The site is readily accessible from both river banks via dirt roads.   

• The optimum construction window for any fish passage structure will be when 
levels in the weir pool are at their lowest, based on the past 12 years of data this 
optimum construction window will be between mid June and late September.  

• The proposed design calls for two entrances (Figure 5). Although this design 
allows the structure to operate at both high and low tailwater levels, and minimises 
costs, there is a range of tailwater levels (i.e. between the heights of the two 
entrances) when the efficiency of the design is compromised due to a reduction in 
attraction flows.  

• To optimally situate the upstream entrance to the fishway it may be necessary to 
move existing placed rocks away from the downstream face of the weir. The 
impact this may have on the integrity of the structure, and whether it would be 
permitted by the owners of the weir (State Water), is unknown at this time. 
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• The vertical-slot fishway will have to be constructed on a firm foundation such as 
bedrock. The status of the river bed at the proposed site of construction is 
unknown at this time. 

• A gabion wall has been included in the design because the existing weir has a 
sloping D/S batter. As a consequence fish will migrate up the batter as tailwater 
increases to the face of the turbulent water.  The gabion wall creates a physical 
barrier adjacent to the fishway entrance. 

A drawing of the proposed structure is provided in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Tilpa Weir - Vertical Slot Concept Design 
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3.2  Cunnamulla Weir 

Cunnamulla Weir (also known as A. D. Tannock Weir) on the Warrego River, is located 5 
km downstream of Cunnamulla (AMTD 24.5 km). It was built in 1991 on a site originally 
known as Keanes Crossing. The weir was built to improve the reliability of irrigation 
supplies in the Cunnamulla district. It is supplied by a catchment area of 48 690 km² and 
stores a maximum capacity of 4,350 Ml. Assuming 100 per cent allocation, it is able to 
supply 2,479 Ml of water per annum to 33 customers who rely on the storage of the weir 
pool. 

In 2004–2005, QLD DPI&F made recommendations to the Paroo Shire Council with 
regard to fishway design and funding sources to retrofit an appropriate fishway at 
Cunnamulla Weir. 

Figure 6.  Cunnamulla Weir Under Low Flow Conditions (Photo: M. Clarke, 29/8/2010) 

 

3.2.1  Site Constraints 

Cunnamulla Weir is a sheet pile weir consisting of three stepped levels. Each level 
consists of a row of sheet piling and a 5.5 m wide rock filled trench which has been 
capped with concrete. The total height of the structure is approximately 3.0 m with a full 
crest width of approximately 120 m. 

The weir is considered high priority by QLD DPI&F for fish passage as there is potential to 
re-establish a continuous 600 km stretch of river within which fish passage is not 
restricted.  Other challenges associated with the weir are excessive water velocities over 
the weir at drown-out which restricts upstream migration (MDBC, 2005), and fish migrating 
downstream must negotiate two 1.0 m drops on to a concrete apron before reaching the 
downstream plunge pool. 

Immediately downstream of the structure is a 30 m wide plunge pool which is connected 
to the main river channel via an undersized culvert which passes under Cunnamulla Weir 
Road (Figure 7). The culvert is perched 40-50 cm, and it is evident from bird guano 
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stained rocks that fish attempting to migrate upstream are congregating below the culvert 
and falling easy prey to piscivorous birds.  

For maximum efficiency, the provision of fish passage over the weir must also include 
provision for improved passage through the undersized culvert under Cunnamulla Weir 
Road. 

3.2.2  Weir Operational Requirements 

The Cunnamulla Water Supply scheme provides irrigation water to landholders along the 
ponded area of Cunnamulla Weir. The water is used for irrigation of crops such as grapes, 
citrus, cotton and a variety of fodder crops. The town of Cunnamulla also accesses water 
supplies from the scheme. 

Under licence conditions the weir must operate to minimise the occurrence of adverse 
environmental impacts (e.g. fish stranding, blue-green algae outbreaks, bank slumping, 
etc.) by ensuring that any reduction or increase in the rate of release of water from the 
weir occurs incrementally (QLD DNRW, 2006).  

Inflow in to the weir pool of up to 300 Ml per day can be credited against a stock and 
domestic water account provided the inflow occurs when the storage level is between full 
supply level and the cease-to-flow level of the valve inlet/outlet works.  An equivalent 
volume of water can then be released over the weir for stock and domestic use within one 
month of the inflow. If the weir pool height reaches the cease-to-flow level of the valve 
inlet and outlet works, the stock and domestic water account gets reset to zero (QLD 
DNRW, 2006). 

Figure 7.  Culvert Downstream of Cunnamulla Weir (Photo: M. Clarke, 29/8/2010) 

 

3.2.3  Fish Passage Requirements 

The fish fauna of the Warrego River around Cunnamulla Weir is more depauperate than 
other sites in the upper Murray-Darling Basin, with only 7 native species captured in the 
vicinity of the weir, including: flathead gudgeon, flyspecked hardyhead, Murray cod, olive 
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perchlet, purple-spotted gudgeon, silver perch and spangled perch. Of these, only Murray 
cod, silver perch and spangled perch have pronounced migratory behaviour; with 
individuals in the size range of 60-100 mm migrating upstream (I&I NSW et al., 2010). It is 
this size range that should be accommodated by the preferred fish passage option, with 
the added capacity to pass large Murray cod of up to 1.8 m in areas where fish of this size 
have been recorded in the past. 

A number of monitoring studies on Queensland Rivers have shown that adults of Hyrtl’s 
tandan (Neosilurus hyrtlii) and freshwater catfish (Tandanus tandanus) regularly utilise 
fishways for upstream migration (Berghuis and Broadfoot, 2004).  Both species were 
represented during recent sampling surveys on Reilly’s Weir on the Condamine (Berghuis 
2010), and large aggregations of adult Hyrtl’s tandan have been observed in the vicinity of 
the weir (Figure 8). 

The freshwater catfish and Hyrtl’s tandan can grow up to 900 mm and 340 mm 
respectively (Allen, 1989; Allen et al., 2002) and should also be considered in the fishway 
design. 

Figure 8.  Aggregations of Neosilurus hyrtii at Cunnamulla Weir (Photo: QLD DEEDI, March 2010) 

 

3.2.4  Fish Passage Options 

Weir Removal – Although this option is desirable in terms of the provision of unrestricted 
fish passage, removal of the structure is likely to be unacceptable as the weir pool 
provides up to 300 Ml of water per day for consumption by stock and domestic use. 

Full Width Rock Ramp Fishway – A full width rock-ramp design is deemed unsuitable for 
this site due to the wide crest length, the large volume of rock required would render this 
option impracticable. Also, as the weir is 3 m high, a rock ramp 75 m long would be 
required; this would have to cross the Cunnamulla Weir Road which is approximately 30 
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m downstream from the base of the weir. Disruption of this access road would be 
unacceptable to the local community. 

Partial Width Rock Ramp Fishway – A partial-width rock-ramp fishway would not require 
the large volumes of rock necessary for a full-width design; however as the weir is 3 m 
high a ramp 75 m long would be required. Impacts to Cunnumulla Weir Road could be 
avoided with a partial ramp as the linear footprint of the ramp could be reduced by 
introducing dog-legs in to the design. The side walls of a partial-width rock-ramp would 
have to be engineered to prevent collapse, increasing costs and reducing the ease of 
constructability. 

Denil Fishway - Denil fishways have the advantage that they can be pre-fabricated and 
typically the structure can have a relatively small footprint (e.g. 0.3. to 0.5 m wide and 0.5 
m deep). However, Denil fishways do not work effectively with varying headwater levels 
and the ability to pass small bodied fish over a range of slopes and headwater levels is 
largely still unknown. If the headwater variation was expected to be within the range of 0.2 
m a Denil fishway design could be considered for this site. However, the requirement to 
provide fish passage over a wide range of flows and size classes cannot be achieved at 
this site with a Denil design. 

Vertical-slot Fishway – A vertical-slot fishway is considered to be the most viable option 
for this site, primarily due its constructability, wide operational range, and its ability to pass 
fish over a wide range of size classes. Also, as flows through a vertical-slot fishway are 
slowed considerably by the internal baffles, excessive water velocities through the 
structure during drown-out should be reduced enough to maintain fish passage through 
the structure during high flow conditions. This will not necessarily be the case with a rock-
ramp design which would likely continue to experience excessive water velocities under 
drown-out conditions. The fishway over the main weir will have to be supplemented with a 
smaller structure downstream capable of passing fish under Cunnamulla Weir Road.   

The preliminary cost estimate for a vertical slot fishway at this site is $2.76 million. A 
breakdown of this cost estimate is provided in Appendix 1 
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3.2.5  Comparison of Fish Passage Options 

The five fishway options are compared in Table 2 (preferred option is highlighted). The comparison is site specific and does not necessarily apply to other sites or 
fishway with different design criteria. 
 
Table 2.  Comparison of fishway options for Cunnumula Weir. Fish passage functions are scored as effective (�), poor (X), or insufficient data (?). Other 

criteria are scored as good (●●●●), moderate (●●●), marginal (●●), poor/unacceptable (●). 
 
 

Weir Removal 
Partial-width Rock-

ramp fishway 
Full-width Rock-ramp 

fishway 
Vertical-slot fishway Denil fishway 

Likely fish passage function Low flows High flows Low flows High flows Low flows High flows Low flows High flows Low flows High flows 
small fish (50-100 mm) � � � � � � � � X ? 

medium-sized fish (100-200 mm) � � � � � � � � ? � 

large fish (200-500 mm) � � � � � � � � ? � 

surface species � � X � X � � � ? � 

THREATENED SPECIES             - juveniles � � � � � � � X ? ? 

                                                                      - adults � � � � � � � � ? � 
Political/Community Support ● ●●●● ●●●● ●●●● ●●●● 

Ease of construction ● ●● ● ●●● ●●●● 

Stability of structure in high floods ●●●● ●●● ●●● ●●●● ●●●● 
Minimises erosion/sedimentation impacts 
downstream ●● ●●●● ●●●● ●●● ●●●● 

Ease of maintenance ●●●● ●●●● ●●●● ●●● ●● 
Ease of detecting when maintenance is 
necessary 

N/A ●●●● ●●●● ●●● ●● 

Efficiency with debris accumulation N/A ●●●● ●●●● ●●● ● 

Operational range ●●●● ●●● ●●● ●●●● ● 

Flexibility to adapt design to future lowering of 
tailwater ●●●● ●●●● ●●●● ●●●● ●● 

Cost in comparison with preferred option (+ 
higher; - lower; = equivalent; or $ amount where 
calculated) 

- =/- $ 3.27 m** $ 2.76 m - 

                                                
**

 See Appendix 2 for a breakdown of this figure 
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3.2.6  Preferred Option 

The preferred fish passage option for Cunnamulla Weir is a vertical-slot fishway over the 
main weir structure, supplemented with a smaller vertical-slot structure under Cunnamulla 
Weir Road. The preferred option will have the following design features: 

• Consists of 25 pools, five of which are turning pools. 

• Maximum head loss between pools is 150 mm. 

• Slot widths of at least 300 mm wide and minimum pool depth 1.5 m (to 
accommodate large Murray Cod; even with these dimensions passage through the 
structure will be restricted to fish that are 1 m or less, Stuart et al., 2008). 

• Channel slope of 1:20. 

• Three entrance slots are located on each step of the structure to accommodate for 
a range of headwater and tailwater levels. 

• Three entrance gates have been provided to maximise the attraction flow through 
the operational entrance slot. 

• Block work atop each concrete slab has been provided  to create a 400 mm deep 
plunge pool to prevent injury to the fish migrating downstream over the weir 
structure. 

• A small fishway consisting of three pools and baffles under Cunnamulla Weir 
Road, constructed adjacent to the existing undersized culvert. 

Limitations and Assumptions – Due to either knowledge gaps about the structure, 
hydrology of the river system or the behavioural ecology of fish species in this reach of the 
Warrego River, the preferred option and concept designs have been developed in the 
context of the following assumptions and limitations:  

• No information is currently available for the headwater/tailwater relationship. The 
maximum expected headwater difference has been estimated as the difference 
between the weir crest elevation and the tailwater level at zero flow. 

• Maximum design discharge is unknown. 

• The addition of flow directing gates to the design introduces the need for power 
and automation at the site and increases costs. 

• The installation of gates is likely to increase the maintenance issues at the site as 
debris will be caught upstream of the gates and will have to be periodically 
cleared. This is a relevant issue as the site is fairly remote and maintenance 
opportunities are likely to be limited. 

Constructability Issues – The following features of the site and the preferred design will 
impact on the constructability of the preferred option. 

• There is easy access to both banks of the site via Cunnamulla Weir Road; 

• A lot of excavation will be required on the right hand bank to accommodate a 
vertical-slot structure;  

• If construction commences during periods of low flow (typically mid June and late 
September) the structure can largely be constructed in the dry; 
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• There may be a need to install gates on the weir to redirect attraction flows 
adjacent to the fishway entrance. This adds considerable cost to the fishway, and 
will require power to be delivered to the site and increase maintenance 
requirements. 

Drawings of the proposed structures are provided in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9.  Cunnamulla Weir - Vertical-Slot Fishway Concept Design 
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3.3  Warra Town Weir 

Warra Town Weir is located on the Condamine River at 770 km AMTD. The next man 
made barrier downstream is a low gauging weir (1 m high) approximately 23 km away. 
Chinchilla Weir is located a further 51 km downstream (74 km downstream in total). The 
next barrier upstream is Loudoun Weir which is 127 km away.  

Warra Town Weir is owned and operated by Western Downs Regional Council for town 
water supply. Originally constructed in 1959 as a timber structure, the weir was raised in 
1972 using timber, and again in 1997 using concrete and sheet metal piling.  

Figure 10.  Warra Town Weir Under Low Flow Conditions (Photo: M. Clarke, 30/8/2010) 

 

3.3.1  Site Constraints 

The Warra Town Weir is approximately 2.4 m high with a crest length of 35.0 m. A 
concrete crest spillway is present on the right bank to the approximate mid-point (15.8 m 
long). This mass poured concrete spillway sits on a mudstone rock shelf which is raised 
above the main channel flow path, which would have run along the right bank. This part of 
the structure replaces a low concrete weir wall which was present on the right side of the 
structure.  

From the approximate midpoint on the left side (11.8 m), and extending into the left bank 
(~4m) is sheet metal piling and a 3.5 m wide concrete spillway. Attached to the concrete 
spillway is the original timber pile weir structure.  Adjacent to the timber piling are two 
levels of rock filled timber cribs linked together to stabilise the old weir wall. 

A central concrete training wall extends downstream from the main structure along the 
drop off of the mudstone into the old flow channel. 

The sheet metal piling is 0.02 m lower than the concrete weir crest and therefore flows 
before the concrete spillway; this is despite the as-built plans showing that the metal piling 
and the concrete weir crest have the same height. 
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3.3.2  Weir Operational Requirements 

Although there was a water delivery pipe incorporated into the original weir structure this 
was abandoned during refurbishment; currently there is no provision for delivering water 
past the weir other than allowing it to pass over the spillway. Therefore, inflows may be 
retained up to full supply level (RL 306.3 - 230 Ml storage) when overtopping occurs and 
water can pass downstream (QLD DNRW, 2008).  
 
The weir was upgraded in 1997 providing a total storage capacity of 227 Ml in the weir 
pool. The weir pool and a single bore provide all the domestic water supply (Figure 11) for 
the town of Warra.  Western Downs Regional Council is licensed to take a maximum of 2 
Ml/day, to a total of 55 Ml annually for urban use from the weir pool (QLD DNRW, 2008). 
 

Figure 11.  Schematic of Warra Town Water Supply System (WDRC) 

 
 
 
3.3.3  Fish Passage Requirements 

Eighteen species of native fish are predicted to occur in the Condamine River basin 
(McDowall, 1996; Allen et al., 2002), although sampling and observations have confirmed 
the presence of only 13 native species (I&I NSW et al., 2010). Nine of the eighteen native 
species predicted to occur in the river are relatively small fish, with adults attaining a size 
of ≤ 100 mm. None of these smaller species (with the exception of small Australian smelt) 
have pronounced migratory requirements, other than to redistribute after high flows 
(McDowall, 1996).  

Of the remaining nine large native species, six have pronounced migratory behaviour, 
including larger Australian smelt, bony herring, golden perch, silver perch, spangled perch 
and Murray cod. Murray cod is the largest species in the Condamine River basin, 
individuals of which can grow up to 1.8 m (McDowall, 1996).  

The smallest obligatory migratory fish found near Warra Weir is the Australian smelt which 
is a mid-water dweller, potentially growing up to 100 mm, but more typically 50-60 mm 
(McDowall, 1996). There are also potentially a number of small species present at this 
location that undertake local migrations and have been shown to move upstream through 
fishways on the main channel of the Murray River (e.g. gudgeons Hypseleotris spp 
complex; Baumgartner and Harris, 2007). These species (including flathead gudgeons) 
are bottom dwellers and can use boundary layers created by rough surfaces to move 
through a fishway even at very low flows (Mallen-Cooper, 2005 cited in I&I NSW et al., 
2010). 
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In addition to small sized adults, juveniles of larger species (e.g. bony herring) may 
attempt movement upstream, and therefore a fishway design must cater for juvenile 
swimming abilities (Baumgartner and Harris, 2007; Stuart et al., 2008). 

Recent monitoring studies at Reilly’s Weir on the Condamine downstream of Warra 
(AMDT 575 km) indicate that the freshwater catfish (Tandanus tandanus) and Hyrtl’s 
tandan (Neosilurus hyrtlii) are utilising the rock-ramp fishway that was completed in early 
2010 (Berghuis, 2010).  Although these species are generally considered to be non-
migratory, a number of monitoring studies on Queensland Rivers have shown that adults 
regularly utilise fishways for upstream migration (Berghuis and Broadfoot, 2004).   

The freshwater catfish and Hyrtl’s tandan can grow up to 900 mm and 340 mm 
respectively (Allen, 1989; Allen et al., 2002).  As the freshwater catfish has recently been 
listed by the Fisheries Scientific Committee as an endangered population (Anon, 2008) 
provision for passage by this species should be included in the fishway design. 

3.3.4  Fish Passage Options 

Weir Removal – Although this option is desirable in terms of the provision of unrestricted 
fish passage, it is likely that removal of the structure will be unacceptable to the local 
community.  

Full Width Rock-ramp Fishway – A full width rock-ramp design would be suitable for the 
passage of juveniles of larger species and adults of the smaller species; as smaller fish 
can use the boundary layers created by rough rock surfaces and would be able to 
negotiate this type of fishway (Mallen-Cooper, 2005 cited in I&I NSW et al., 2010). The 
structure can be designed to operate over a range of flows by the addition of a dedicated 
low flow channel; and would be suitable for passage of a variety of species and their 
migration requirements. A full width design typically has a greater operational range than 
a partial width fishway as room is available on the structure for the inclusion of dedicated 
a high flow and low flow channels. 

There is potential for large adult Murray cod to avoid this type of fishway due to their 
preference for deep, still water habitats. Larger bodied adults would need pools of at least 
1.5 m depth and a ridge rock gap would have to be a minimum of 300 mm wide (Stuart et 
al., 2008).  

The crest of the weir structure is 38 m wide and the weir approximately 2.4 m high. Given 
that the recommended slope for a rock-ramp fishway is 1:25, a rock-ramp structure 
approximately 75 m long will be required. However, the river channel downstream of the 
weir is both constrained and tapered; this is conducive to a full width rock-ramp design as 
the form of the channel will secure the large rocks and boulders used in the construction 
of the structure. The 75 m of channel downstream of the weir tapers from 38 m at the weir 
crest to just 6 m at the 75 m mark. Approximately 5700 tonnes of rock will be required to 
build a full width rock-ramp fishway in this section, considerably less than would be 
required if the channel was a uniform width of 38 m immediately downstream of the weir. 
Sourcing and haulage of rock for the structure should not be an issue as there are several 
rock quarries in the vicinity of Chinchilla and Dalby, within a 50 km radius of the site.  

The preliminary cost estimate for a full-width rock-ramp fishway at this site is $720,000. A 
breakdown of this cost estimate is provided in Appendix 1. 

Partial Width Rock-ramp Fishway – A partial rock-ramp fishway will require additional 
engineering over a full width structure as the ramp side walls would have to be designed, 
engineered and secured. A partial design does not take full advantage of the constrained 
and tapered nature of the channel which is conducive to a full width design. 
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In addition, a partial design will provide less surface area for fish passage than a full width 
structure and provides less space for dedicated low flow and high flow channels, 
effectively reducing the operational range of the fishway.  

Figure 12. Narrow Channel Immediately Downstream of Warra Weir (Photo: M. Clarke, 30/8/2010) 

 

Denil Fishway - Denil fishways have the advantage that they can be pre-fabricated and 
the structure can have a relatively small footprint (e.g. 0.3. to 0.5 m wide and 0.5 m deep). 
However, Denil fishways do not work effectively with varying headwater levels and there is 
question as to their effectiveness in passing small fish. If the headwater variation was 
expected to be within a range of 0.2 m a Denil fishway design could be considered for this 
site. However, there is a requirement to provide fish passage over a range of flows wider 
than just 20 cm and range of size classes from 50-60 mm up to 1.0 m for large Murray 
cod. These requirements cannot be achieved at this site with a Denil design. 

Vertical-slot Fishway – A vertical-slot fishway is also a viable option for this site and has 
been recommended as a preferred design in the past (I&I NSW et al., 2004).  The main 
advantage of a vertical-slot design over a full-width rock-ramp is that the vertical-slot not 
only operates over a wide headwater/tailwater range but can also be designed to have 
large, deep pools to allow passage of large adult Murray cod.  However, a rock-ramp 
design has the advantage that it is low maintenance which may be preferable in this 
situation as the site is remote. 

An estimate of the cost for a vertical slot structure at Warra is $1.2 million.  This is an 
approximate figure is based on a rate of $400,000 /vertical metre (average of Glenarbon 
and Tilpa).  It is highly recommended that a concept design is also prepared for a vertical-
slot fishway at this site so that an accurate cost comparison can be made between a full-
width rock-ramp and vertical slot design.  
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3.3.5  Comparison of Fish Passage Options 

 
The five fishway options are compared in Table 3 (preferred option is highlighted). The comparison is site specific and does not necessarily apply to other sites or 
fishways with different design criteria. 
 
Table 3.  Comparison of fishway options for Warra Town Weir. Fish passage functions are scored as effective (�), poor (X), or insufficient data (?). Other 

criteria are scored as good (●●●●), moderate (●●●), marginal (●●), poor/unacceptable (●). 
 
 

Weir Removal 
Partial-width Rock-

ramp fishway 
Full-width Rock-ramp 

fishway 
Vertical-slot fishway Denil fishway 

Likely fish passage function Low flows High flows Low flows High flows Low flows High flows Low flows High flows Low flows High flows 
small fish (50-100 mm) � � � � � � � � X ? 

medium-sized fish (100-200 mm) � � � � � � � � ? � 

large fish (200-500 mm) � � � � � � � � ? � 

surface species � � X � X � � � ? � 

THREATENED SPECIES             - juveniles � � � � � � � X ? ? 

                                                                      - adults � � � � � � � � ? � 
Political/Community Support ● ●●●● ●●●● ●●●● ●●●● 
Ease of construction ●● ●●● ●●●● ●●● ●●●● 

Stability of structure in high floods ●●●● ●●● ●●●● ●●●● ●●●● 
Minimises erosion/sedimentation impacts 
downstream ●● ●●● ●●● ●●●● ●●●● 

Ease of maintenance ●●●● ●●●● ●●●● ●●● ●● 

Ease of detecting when maintenance is 
necessary 

N/A ●●●● ●●●● ●●● ●● 

Efficiency with debris accumulation N/A ●●●● ●●●● ●●● ● 

Operational range ●●●● ●●● ●●● ●●●● ● 

Flexibility to adapt design to future lowering of 
tailwater ●●●● ●●●● ●●●● ●●●● ●● 

Cost in comparison with preferred option (+ 
higher; - lower; = equivalent; or $ amount where 
calculated) 

- = $0.72 m $1.2 m - 
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3.3.6  Preferred Option 

The preferred fish passage option for Warra Weir is a full width rock-ramp fishway with the 
following design features: 

• A full width rock-ramp structure with a slope of 1:25; 

• The rock ramp will be 75 m in length, approximately 35 m wide at the weir crest 
and 4-6 m wide at the toe of the ramp; 

• The rock-ramp structure with a central low flow channel approximately 4.5 m wide;  

• Large Murray cod may be present in the vicinity of Warra Weir. To accommodate 
large individuals pools in the low flow channel would need to be at least 1.5 m 
deep and have some ridge gaps which are of 30 cm or greater. 
 

Limitations and Assumptions – Due to either knowledge gaps about the structure, 
hydrology of the river system or the behavioural ecology of fish species in the Warra reach 
of the Condamine River, the preferred option and concept designs have been developed 
in the context of the following assumptions and limitations:  
 

• No information is currently available for the headwater/tailwater relationship.  The 
maximum expected headwater difference has been estimated as the difference 
between the weir crest elevation and the tailwater level at zero flow. 
 

• The maximum design discharge is unknown. 

• The rock-ramp design will readily pass smaller bodied fish at low flows but the 
ability to pass larger bodied fish is compromised as flows recede.  

•  

Constructability Issues – The following features of the site and the chosen design will 
impact on the constructability of the preferred option. 

• The confined, tapered nature of the downstream channel in this part of the system 
is conducive to a full width rock-ramp design as the rocks will be readily contained 
within the channel. 

• There is easy access to the right hand bank of the site via Warra Weir Access 
Road. 

• The mudstone apron on the right hand bank of the channel is potentially a stable 
base on which to anchor the rock-ramp structure. 

• Large anchor rocks should be placed at the toe of the rock ramp to limit 
downstream movement of rock during high flow events. 

• Good quality basalt rock for the purposes of rock ramp construction should be 
readily available from nearby quarries at Chinchilla or Dalby. 

• The presence of the timber framework could present a construction difficulty if the 
timber superstructure is integral to the remaining structure (e.g. beams pass 
through the whole structure). From the 1997 as built drawings, it appears this is not 
the case with timber piling forming the downstream edge to the concrete apron 
adjacent the metal piling. 
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• The optimum construction window for any fish passage structure will be when 
levels in the weir pool are at their lowest. Based on the past 12 years of flow data 
this optimum construction window will be between mid June and late September. 

A drawing of the full width rock ramp is provided in Figure.13 
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Figure 13.  Warra Town Weir - Full Width Rock Ramp - Concept Design 
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3.4  Glenarbon Weir 

Glenarbon Weir is situated within the locality of Glenarbon, accessible via a gazetted road 
through farm land from the Queensland side of the border.  It is located on the Dumaresq 
River in the middle Macintyre catchment, approximately 11 km downstream of 
Cunningham Weir and 57 km upstream from the confluence of the Dumaresq River with 
the Macintyre River.  

Figure 14.  Glenarbon Weir (Photo sourced from: NSW DPI, 2006) 

 

3.4.1  Site Constraints 

The weir is a fixed crest, steel sheet piling structure that is back-filled with concrete. The 
length of the crest of the weir is 51m.  Glenarbon Weir pools water over 4 km upstream at 
depths of approximately 0.5-1.5 m, resulting in a total submerged area of 28.3 ha and a 
storage capacity of 353 Ml.  

The weir currently has an ineffective pool-and-weir type fishway installed. A stepped 
vertical fall over the weir creates a “waterfall effect”, restricting fish passage due to 
excessive headloss (200 cm) and increased turbulence prior to structure drown-out, 
(which occurs when the water level exceeds 246.89 metres EL; NSW DPI, 2006). 

3.4.2  Weir Operational Requirements 

Glenarbon Weir was constructed in 1959 for irrigation purposes. The weir is now owned 
by the Border Rivers Commission and operated and maintained by Sunwater. 
Maintenance, including removal of debris, and opening of the two siphon outlets (for up to 
a week at a time) occurs three to four times a year. The weir is still used for its original 
irrigation purposes and by local fishing groups. 
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Glenarbon Weir is regularly over-topped, with high flow events resulting in structural 
drown-out of the weir historically occuring two to three times a year. However, water levels 
for the majority of the year are not sufficient for fish passage requirements (NSW DPI, 
2006), thus prompting the following recommendations for improving fish passage. 
 
3.4.3  Fish Passage Requirements 

Sixteen native fish species are predicted to occur within the Dumaresq River (~300 m 
elevation), although sampling and observations have only confirmed the presence of 11 
species (I&I NSW et al., 2010).  

Half of the predicted native species grow to less than 100 mm as adults, and all except 
Australian smelt generally undergo relatively local movements in response to 
displacement after high flows. Of the larger species predicted, or recorded as occurring in 
the vicinity of the weir, five species have pronounced migratory requirements. The other 
three species undertake local movements to redistribute, but not as a requirement of their 
life cycle. 

3.4.4  Fish Passage Options 

Weir Removal – Although this option is desirable in terms of the provision of unrestricted 
fish passage, removal of the structure will be unacceptable as the weir pool functions as a 
source of irrigation water for adjacent agricultural lands and supply to stock. 

Refurbishment of Existing Fishway – The existing fishway is a pool-and-weir design 
constructed when the weir was built in 1959. A pool-and-weir design is based on North 
American experience providing fish passage for salmonids and has since proven to be an 
ineffective design for the passage of Australian fish. The slope of the existing fishway 
structure is 1:12 which is now considered too steep to provide efficient passage for a wide 
range of Australian species. 

Full Width Rock-ramp Fishway – A full width rock-ramp design is deemed unsuitable for 
this site due to both the height of the weir and the wide crest length. The large volume of 
rock required would deem this option impracticable. The weir is 2 m high with a crest 
length of 60 m, given that the desired slope for a rock-ramp structure is 1:25 a ramp 50 m 
long would be required. A structure of this size will require approximately 5000 m3 of 
compacted clay and 5600 tonne of rock. 

The preliminary cost estimate for a rock ramp fishway at this site is $1.7 million. A 
breakdown of this cost estimate is provided in Appendix 2. 

Partial Width Rock-ramp Fishway – A partial-width rock-ramp fishway would not require 
the large volumes of rock required for a full width design however as the weir is 2 m high, 
a ramp 50 m long would be required. If the partial structure were to encompass 12m of the 
weir crest 1000 tonne of rock would be required. The side walls of a partial width rock 
ramp will have to be engineered to prevent collapse, increasing costs and reducing the 
ease of constructability. In addition, it may be difficult to install a low flow channel on a 
partial width structure with a pool depth sufficient to pass large bodied fish. 
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Figure 15.  Existing Pool & Step Fishway at Glenarbon Weir (Photo sourced from: NSW DPI, 2006) 

 

Denil Fishway - Denil fishways have the advantage that they can be pre-fabricated and 
the structure can have a relatively small footprint (e.g. 0.3. to 0.5 m wide and 0.5 m deep). 
However, Denil fishways do not work effectively with varying headwater levels and there is 
question as to their effectiveness in passing small fish. If the headwater variation was 
expected to be within that range of 0.2 m a Denil fishway design could be considered for 
this site. However, the requirement to provide fish passage over a wide range of flows and 
size classes cannot be achieved at this site with a Denil design. 

Vertical-slot Fishway – A vertical-slot fishway is considered to be the most viable option 
for this site primarily for its constructability, wide operational range, and its ability to pass 
fish over a wide range of size classes.   

The preliminary cost estimate for a vertical slot fishway at this site is $796,523. A 
breakdown of this cost estimate is provided in Appendix 1. 
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3.4.5  Comparison of Fish Passage Options 

The six fishway options are compared in Table 4 (preferred option is highlighted). The comparison is site specific and does not necessarily apply to other sites or 
fishways with different design criteria. 
 
Table 4.  Comparison of fish passage options for Glenarbon Weir. Fish passage functions are scored as effective (�), poor (X), or insufficient data (?). Other 

criteria are scored as good (●●●●), moderate (●●●), marginal (●●), poor/unacceptable (●). 
 

 
Weir Removal 

Refurbishment of  
Existing Fishway 

Partial-width 
Rock-ramp 

fishway 

Full-width Rock-
ramp fishway 

Vertical-slot 
fishway 

Denil 
fishway 

Likely fish passage function Low 
flows 

High 
flows 

Low 
flows 

High 
flows 

Low 
flows 

High 
flows 

Low 
flows 

High 
flows 

Low 
flows 

High 
flows 

Low 
flows 

High 
flows 

small fish (50-100 mm) � � X ? � � � � � � X ? 

medium-sized fish (100-200 mm) � � X ? � � � � � � ? � 

large fish (200-500 mm) � � X � � � � � � � ? � 

surface species � � ? ? X � X � � � ? � 

THREATENED SPECIES           - juveniles � � X ? � � � � � X ? ? 

                                                                      - adults � � X � � � � � � � ? � 

Political/Community Support ● ●●●● ●●●● ●●●● ●●●● ●●●● 

Ease of construction ● ●● ●● ● ●●●● ●●●● 
Stability of structure in high floods ●●●● ●●● ●●● ●●● ●●●● ●●●● 

Minimises erosion/sedimentation impacts 
downstream ●● ●●● ●●●● ●●●● ●●● ●●●● 

Ease of maintenance ●●●● ●●● ●●●● ●●●● ●●● ●● 
Ease of detecting when maintenance is 
necessary 

N/A ●●● ●●●● ●●●● ●●● ●● 

Efficiency with debris accumulation N/A ●●● ●●●● ●●●● ●●● ● 

Operational range ●●●● ●● ●●● ●●● ●●●● ● 

Flexibility to adapt design to future lowering of 
tailwater ●●●● ●● ●●●● ●●●● ●●●● ●● 

Cost in comparison with preferred option (+ 
higher; - lower; = equivalent; or $ amount where 
calculated) 

= - +  $ 1.72 m†† $ 796,523 - 

 

                                                
††

 See Appendix 2 for a breakdown of this figure 
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3.4.6  Preferred Option 

The preferred fish passage option for Glenarbon Weir is a vertical-slot fishway with the following 
design features: 

• Single channel approximately 42 m long consisting of 14 2x3 m chambers (approx), 
(Figure 16). 

• Channel slope of 1:20. 

• Two entrance slots located on each step of the structure to accommodate a range of 
tailwater levels. 

• To add flexibility to the operations of the structure, ability to close one of the entrances 
during low flows should be added to the design. 

Limitations and Assumptions – Due to either knowledge gaps about the structure, hydrology 
of the river system or the behavioural ecology of fish species in this reach of the Dumaresq 
River, the preferred option and concept designs have been developed in the context of the 
following assumptions and limitations:  

• No information is currently available for the headwater/tailwater relationship. The 
maximum expected headwater difference has been estimated as the difference between 
the weir crest elevation and the tailwater level at zero flow. 

• The maximum design discharge is unknown. 

• Seasonal flow and maximum flows for this site are unknown. 

 

• Weir crest length = 51 m. 

 

• ∆Hmax = 1.67 m (1.57+0.1) 

• The fishway has two entrances (high level and low level) constructed within a single pool. 
Under low flows there is good attraction flow through the lower level entrance. However, 
the attraction flow reduces once the tailwater level rises above the height of the lower 
entrance. This will slightly compromise the efficiency of the fishway. A 400mm deep 
plunge pool has been created on a portion of the apron adjacent to the fishway so as to 
prevent injury to the fish migrating downstream over the weir structure. 

Constructability Issues – The following features of the site and the chosen design will impact 
on the constructability of the preferred option. 

• The existing fishway should be blocked or removed to direct attraction flows through the 
new structure. 

• There is good access to the right hand bank via farm roads from the Yelarbon – Texas 
Road. 

• If construction commences during periods of low flow (typically between mid June and 
late September) the structure can largely be constructed under dry conditions.  

A drawing of the proposed structure is provided in Figure 16. 
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Figure 16.  Glenarbon Weir - Vertical Slot Structure - Concept Design 
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3.5  Cunningham Weir 

Cunningham Weir is a stepped timber crib weir on the Dumaresq River at the locality 
known as Beebo. The weir is approximately 32 km from Texas by road and 33 km from 
Yelarbon. Cunningham Weir was constructed in 1954 for the purpose of conserving and 
regulating the flow in the Dumaresq River, which at that time was being used primarily for 
irrigation.  

Under the provision of the New South Wales - Queensland Border Rivers Agreement, the 
Border Rivers Commission (BRC) is responsible for controlling the operation and 
maintenance of Cunningham Weir.  

In 1987 the BRC formally decided not to maintain Cunningham Weir as it was no longer 
required for water conservation or water distribution purposes following the construction of 
Glenlyon Dam.  

Despite its deteriorated state, the weir provides some benefit to local landholders. It 
provides a pumping pool for several privately owned irrigation, stock and domestic 
pumping installations as well as providing a barrier preventing the movement of stock 
across the river along the length of the ponded area. In addition, the weir is a popular 
camping, fishing and picnicking destination for locals and visitors.  

Figure 17.  Cunningham Weir (Photo sourced from: NSW DPI, 2006) 

 

3.5.1  Site Constraints 

Since the weir was decommissioned, maintenance has been withheld allowing the state of 
the structure to deteriorate. At present, the structure is in a severe state of disrepair and 
poses a safety hazard to the general public who use the surrounding area for recreational 
purposes such as picnicking and camping.   
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The top of the weir was removed by Sunwater as part of managed deterioration plan, with 
the current crest at about EL 253.0 m. The timber cribbing has deteriorated and is in poor 
condition. Trees and shrubs are growing from within the structure. The outlet works no 
longer function and are presumably full of silt. In its current condition the discharge area of 
the outlets is a potential falling hazard, and some local erosion is occurring on the left 
bank downstream of the rock bank protection.  

3.5.2   Weir Operational Requirements 

In 1987 the BRC formally decided not to maintain Cunningham Weir as it was no longer 
required for water conservation or water distribution purposes following the construction of 
Glenlyon Dam. The reason for this was that regulated flows along the Border Rivers had 
increased to such an extent that the outlet works at Cunningham Weir were too small to 
pass regulated flows. It is necessary to always overtop the weir during periods of 
regulated flow.  

The two properties that adjoin the weir pool do have water extraction licences totalling 
4750 Ml per annum of surface water allocation drawn from a total of 16 pumps for stock, 
irrigation of crops, and domestic purposes.  

3.5.3  Fish Passage Requirements 

Sixteen native fish species are predicted to occur within the Dumaresq River (McDowall, 
1996; Allen et.al., 2002), although sampling and observations have only confirmed the 
presence of 11 species (I&I NSW et al., 2010).  

Half of the predicted native species grow to less than 100 mm as adults, and all except 
Australian smelt generally undergo relatively local movements in response to 
displacement after high flows. Of the larger species predicted, or recorded as occurring in 
the vicinity of the weir, five species have pronounced migratory behaviour. The other three 
species undertake local movements to redistribute, but not as a requirement of their life 
cycle (I&I NSW et al., 2010). 

3.5.4  Fish Passage Options 

Weir Removal – The complete removal of the structure would provide the greatest benefit 
to the health of the Dumaresq River by providing unrestricted fish passage and 
reintroducing natural sediment fluxes. Additionally, the Border Rivers Commission would 
no longer be liable for the site. Although under severe disrepair and decommissioned, this 
weir is still used for irrigation purposes by neighbouring properties, thus the effect of 
removing this structure and the associated weir pool, and the potential effect on ground 
water (if any) would need further assessment. The identification of alternative water 
sources for those land owners utilising the weir pool for stock and irrigation are possible 
issues that may warrant investigation.  

The historical value bestowed on the weir by the local community and its use as a 
recreational area would also need to be taken into consideration. However, the use of the 
weir pool as a barrier to cattle movement across the river does not justify maintaining the 
weir, as this function could easily be achieved by fencing on both sides of the river.  

Recent surveys conducted as part of the Dumaresq-Barwon Borders River Commission 
Management Plan for Cunningham Weir (2005) indicate that there is minimal 
accumulation of silt behind the weir, and the impacts to downstream aquatic habitats from 
siltation would be minimal if the weir were removed. 

The preliminary cost estimate for demolition and removal of this structure is $651,558. A 
breakdown of this cost estimate is provided in Appendix 1. 
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Full Width Rock-ramp Fishway - The weir in its present condition has a limited life span 
and could potentially fail and wash away in a large flood event. Therefore, the construction 
of any fish passage structure would also require complete refurbishment of the weir to a 
working capacity. Rock-ramp fishways are generally used to allow fish passage at weirs 
that are less than 3 metres in height. At its current height a rock-ramp fishway would not 
be suitable on this structure. Partial removal and refurbishment of the structure would 
reduce its maximum height to approximately 3 m. In this situation a rock-ramp fishway 
would be appropriate. However, measuring 48 m along its crest, even at a height of 3 m 
approximately  3800 m3 of compacted clay fill and  5400 tonne of rock would be required 
for a full-width rock-ramp fishway.  

The preliminary cost estimate for a full-width rock-ramp fishway at this site is $3.27 
million. A breakdown of this cost estimate is provided in Appendix 2. 

Partial Width Rock-ramp Fishway – A partial-width rock-ramp fishway will have many of 
the same limitations as a full-width structure.  It will need less rock and clay to construct, 
but will require additional engineering on the side walls. The main issue with this option is 
that it would also require complete refurbishment of the weir structure and does not 
provide the same level of fish passage as the weir removal option. 

Denil Fishway - Denil fishways have the advantage that they can be pre-fabricated and 
the structure can have a relatively small footprint (e.g. 0.3. to 0.5 m wide and 0.5 m deep). 
However, Denil fishways do not work effectively with varying headwater levels and there is 
question as to their effectiveness in passing small fish. If the headwater variation was 
expected to be within that range of 0.2 m a Denil fishway design could be considered for 
this site; however there is a requirement to provide fish passage over a wide range of 
flows and size classes, this cannot be achieved at this site with a Denil design. 

Vertical-slot Fishway – A vertical-slot fishway would be a viable option for this structure, 
however as with the other non-removal options, the weir would have to be fully 
refurbished and stabilised before a vertical-slot fishway could be constructed.  

It should be noted that refurbishment of the weir is not consistent with the BRC (1987) 
strategy of managed deterioration of the weir.  
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3.5.5  Comparison of Fish Passage Options 

 
The five fishway options are compared in Table 5 (preferred option is highlighted). The comparison is site specific and does not necessarily apply to other sites or  
fishways with different design criteria. 
 
Table 5.  Comparison of fishway options for Cunningham Weir. Fish passage functions are scored as effective (�), poor (X), or insufficient data (?). Other 

criteria are scored as good (●●●●), moderate (●●●), marginal (●●), poor/unacceptable (●). 
 
 

Weir Removal 
Partial-width Rock-

ramp fishway 
Full-width Rock-ramp 

fishway 
Vertical-slot fishway Denil fishway 

Likely fish passage function Low flows High flows Low flows High flows Low flows High flows Low flows High flows Low flows High flows 
small fish (50-100 mm) � � � � � � � � X ? 

medium-sized fish (100-200 mm) � � � � � � � � ? � 

large fish (200-500 mm) � � � � � � � � ? � 

surface species � � X � X � � � ? � 

THREATENED SPECIES             - juveniles � � � � � � � X ? ? 

                                                                      - adults � � � � � � � � ? � 
Political/Community Support ●●● ●●●● ●●●● ●●●● ●●●● 
Ease of construction ●●●● ● ● ● ●●●● 

Stability of structure in high floods ●●●● ●● ●● ●● ●●●● 

Minimises erosion/sedimentation impacts 
downstream ●● ●●●● ●●●● ●●● ●●●● 

Ease of maintenance ●●●● ●●●● ●●●● ●●● ●● 

Ease of detecting when maintenance is 
necessary 

N/A ●●●● ●●●● ●●● ●● 

Efficiency with debris accumulation N/A ●●●● ●●●● ●●● ● 

Operational range ●●●● ●●● ●●● ●●●● ● 

Flexibility to adapt design to future lowering of 
tailwater ●●●● ●●●● ●●●● ●●●● ●● 

Cost in comparison with preferred option (+ 
higher; - lower; = equivalent; or $ amount where 
calculated) 

$651,558 + $ 3.27 m‡‡ + - 

                                                
‡‡

 See Appendix 2 for a breakdown of this figure 
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3.5.6  Preferred Option 

The preferred option is the staged removal of Cunningham Weir.  The following issues 
must be considered: 
 

i. Preliminary Investigations - A number of preliminary investigations will have to 
be conducted to assess the full impacts of removal on the environment. These 
include an assessment of the silt accumulation behind the weir, and an 
assessment of the impact of the loss of the weir pool on local ground water 
recharge.  
 
In 2004 the Border Rivers Commission had the weir storage surveyed to assess 
the level of siltation. The findings were that there was negligible accumulation of 
silt behind the weir, and as such dredging of the weir pool prior to removal of the 
structure should not be necessary. 
 
The impact of removal on groundwater recharge of the alluvial aquifers along the 
weir storage area has not been assessed.  This is significant, as any reduction in 
groundwater levels may impact on local landowners who use groundwater 
supplies for stock or domestic purposes. 
 

ii. Costing – A preliminary estimate for the cost of removing the low flow section of 
the structure is $651,558.  This includes: dewatering, demolition and removal of 
the structure, sediment control and rehabilitation of the site.  This estimate does 
not include removal of the high flow section of the weir, it is deemed unnecessary 
as it will have negligible impact on fish passage once the low flow section is 
removed.  The costs of public consultation are discussed below and have not been 
included in this estimate.   
 
The greatest expense usually incurred by weir removal projects are dredging, off-
site disposal of materials, developing access to the structure, and water control 
during construction (Wildman, 2001). As this site is readily accessible and recent 
surveys indicate that there is minimal accumulation of silt behind the weir, it is 
unlikely that budget for removal of the structure will escalate as a result of 
unforeseen costs.  
 
Note: This estimate assumes that the demolition will be performed during a 
period of very low to no flow, thus minimising dewatering and sediment 
control costs.  If the demolition is performed when the river is in flow, costs 
will rise considerably due to the need for extensive dewatering and sediment 
control measures (appropriate scheduling of works is discussed in item iv). 
 

iii. Public Consultation – Removing a weir can be a difficult and controversial issue 
for the local community. As discussed, two properties that adjoin the weir pool 
have water extraction licences to draw surface water for irrigation of crops, stock 
and domestic purposes. Also, the site has become a popular camping and fishing 
spot. It will be important that the removal is accompanied by a public information 
process that informs the public about expectations, and to receive input on site 
restoration possibilities. The most important information to relay is that removal of 
the weir, no matter how well designed, will have some short-term localised 
negative impacts on the visual amenity and the ecology of the downstream 
environment. 

 
The number of stakeholders that will need to be consulted is relatively small, 
including:  

• The owners of the two properties that adjoin the weir pool and hold 
extraction licences. 

• The Border Rivers Commission (BRC). 
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• Local community groups that utilise the weir pool (e.g. fishing clubs). 
• Owners of downstream properties that may be impacted by sedimentation 

or erosion issues after removal of the structure. 
• Relevant regulatory agencies. 

 
Typically a Public Consultation process for a small infrastructure project such as 
this will include: 
 

• Meetings with impacted landowners x 3 (2 hours each) 
• Stakeholder meetings x 3 (2 hours each) 
• Letters and documents (20-25 hours) 
• Briefing client on outcomes (10-15 hours) 
• Report writing (10-15) 
• Short proposal or outline of proposed activities (8-10 hours) 

 
The typical costs for a junior public consultation specialist are $100 per hour, and 
$165 - $185 for a senior.  Based on the time estimates above this would amount 
public consultation fees in the range of $7000 - $10,000 for this project.  This 
assumes that no contentious issues arise from the public consultation process.  
For example, if the property owners holding water extraction rights require 
compensation for losses costs can escalate quickly, particularly if legal 
proceedings are initiated. 

 
iv. Scheduling - There are several issues to consider in the timing of removal of the 

structure. Removal works will need to be scheduled to coincide with periods of 
very low to no flow to minimise dewatering costs and downstream sedimentation. 
Potential impacts on aquatic species may be avoided by timing the removal to 
avoid the spawning or migration times of fish. If the weir is removed during the 
dormant season for vegetation, then land will remain exposed for longer following 
removal, increasing erosion risks and the length of time with reduced visual 
amenity. 

 
Based on water levels recorded at Boggabilla Weir over the past 24 years 
(approximately 70 km downstream of Cunningham Weir), the water storage levels 
are generally at their lowest during the months of June to September (Figure 18 – 
shaded area). However, in non-typical years there can still be significant levels of 
storage even during this period (e.g. 1998). The optimum window for demolition of 
the structure will be June to September when water storage levels are typically at 
their lowest.  
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Figure 18

 

 
v. Dewatering - Removing 

need for extensive dewatering
low flow conditions it should be possible to pump the water retained above the 
structure downstream until the water levels are 
of the weir.  This will minimise sedimentation downstream of the weir once it is 
breached. 
 
If water levels and flows are high during the demolition period coffer dams may be 
necessary to divert flows around the work area. A high flow channel e
right hand bank in to which flows could be 
significantly increase the cost of removal of the 

 
Surveys have indicated that a minimal amount of silt has accumulated behind the 
weir.  However, protection of downstream ecosystems during
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18.  Water levels (m) at Boggabilla Weir (gauge: 416065

emoving the structure during low flow conditions 
need for extensive dewatering, and all costings are based on this premise
low flow conditions it should be possible to pump the water retained above the 
structure downstream until the water levels are at, or near, 

This will minimise sedimentation downstream of the weir once it is 

If water levels and flows are high during the demolition period coffer dams may be 
necessary to divert flows around the work area. A high flow channel e

hand bank in to which flows could be diverted if necessary.
significantly increase the cost of removal of the weir. 

Surveys have indicated that a minimal amount of silt has accumulated behind the 
However, protection of downstream ecosystems during
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following demolition is recommended as activities are likely to disturb and mobilise 
some silt. A series of s
and geotextile fabric 
(Figure 19). 

 
Figure 19.  Example of Sand Bag/ Geotextile Coffer Dams

 
vi. Demolition - Small weirs are most commonly removed using heavy equipment, 

such as a hydraulic hammer or claw attachment mounted on a backhoe.
is accessible to heavy equipment. 

 
The process of demolishing the structure should be staged as follows:
 

a) Pump wat
levels across the structure are 
process is conducted during a period of low flow this should be a 
straightforward process.  Alternatively, it may be p
breach in the structure allowing water to flow downstream until equilibrium 
is reached.

b) Excavate an access platform
weir. 

c) Using a backhoe with a claw attachment progress along the top tier of the 
weir structure picking up large rocks 
them in to
the crest of the weir.  This 
to support
prior to the commencement of the demolition activities
used sized accordingly.

d) Once all the rocks have been removed from
timber framework can be dismantled with chainsaws and protruding sheet
piling cut of

e) Once the top tier of rocks and crib framework have been removed in this 
manner the second tier is 
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demolition is recommended as activities are likely to disturb and mobilise 
A series of silt traps in the form of coffer dams consisting 

and geotextile fabric should be installed immediately downstream of the work area

.  Example of Sand Bag/ Geotextile Coffer Dams 

Small weirs are most commonly removed using heavy equipment, 
such as a hydraulic hammer or claw attachment mounted on a backhoe.
is accessible to heavy equipment.  

The process of demolishing the structure should be staged as follows:

Pump water stored upstream of the structure downstream until the water 
levels across the structure are at or near equilibrium.  If the demolition 
process is conducted during a period of low flow this should be a 
straightforward process.  Alternatively, it may be possible be make a small 
breach in the structure allowing water to flow downstream until equilibrium 
is reached. 
Excavate an access platform from the river bank on to the upper tier of the 

Using a backhoe with a claw attachment progress along the top tier of the 
weir structure picking up large rocks from the timber cribs 

em in to the bed of a small flatbed truck which follows the backhoe along 
the crest of the weir.  This method assumes the weir crest is sound enough 
to support the weight of the backhoe and flatbed.  T

to the commencement of the demolition activities
used sized accordingly. 

all the rocks have been removed from the top layer of timber cribs
timber framework can be dismantled with chainsaws and protruding sheet
piling cut off with an oxyacetylene cutting torch. 
Once the top tier of rocks and crib framework have been removed in this 
manner the second tier is removed in the same way, and so on until all 
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Small weirs are most commonly removed using heavy equipment, 
such as a hydraulic hammer or claw attachment mounted on a backhoe. The site 

The process of demolishing the structure should be staged as follows: 

er stored upstream of the structure downstream until the water 
equilibrium.  If the demolition 

process is conducted during a period of low flow this should be a 
ossible be make a small 

breach in the structure allowing water to flow downstream until equilibrium 

from the river bank on to the upper tier of the 

Using a backhoe with a claw attachment progress along the top tier of the 
from the timber cribs and depositing 

the bed of a small flatbed truck which follows the backhoe along 
assumes the weir crest is sound enough 

.  This must be assessed 
to the commencement of the demolition activities, and the equipment 

top layer of timber cribs the 
timber framework can be dismantled with chainsaws and protruding sheet-

Once the top tier of rocks and crib framework have been removed in this 
way, and so on until all 
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three tiers have been removed and the structure has been reduced to river 
bed level. 

f) Any timberwork or sheet-piling that is embedded in the river bed can be cut 
off flush with the river bed, with the buried portion remaining in situ. 

 
A schematic of the process is shown in Figure 20. 
 
Figure 20.  Schematic of Demolition Process 

 
 

vii. Disposal of Materials - It may be permissible to leave on site demolition spoils 
consisting of natural materials such as aggregate fill and wood; on-site disposal 
will significantly decrease costs. Metal sheet piling should be cut flush and hauled 
away so as to not pose a safety hazard.  The cost of removal of rockfill, timber and 
sheetpiling has been included in the cost estimate for this option (Appendix 1). 

 
viii. Channel and Bank Reconstruction - Many small weir removal projects simply 

allow channels to form naturally through the former impoundment in conjunction 
with some stabilisation of exposed banks. In some cases, more active 
reconstruction is needed to restore habitat, natural river function, and channel 
stability. Active channel reconstruction is only necessary when stabilization of 
sediment or river banks is a major concern. The need for channel reconstruction 
should be assessed during project planning, this may require consultation with an 
experienced fluvial geomorphologist.  

 
ix. Revegetation of Exposed Lands - The removal of the weir will present the 

opportunity to restore the newly exposed riparian area of the drained 
impoundment. Restoring vegetation can provide bank stabilization and erosion 
control, improve water quality and wildlife habitat, and promote biodiversity. Active 
revegetation may be desirable to help prevent exotic species invasion, improve 
bank stability, limit erosion, increase aesthetic and recreational values, and help 
meet conservation goals.  
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4  COSTS 

Detailed cost estimates have been prepared for each preferred option; a breakdown of 
these estimates is provided in Appendix 1.  For weirs where a vertical slot fishway has 
been recommended (i.e. Tilpa, Glenarbon, Cunnamulla) an estimate has also been 
provided for a full width rock-ramp structure (Appendix 2).  This estimate is based on a 
standardised table of rates for materials and estimated quantities, and as such it is a ‘ball-
park’ figure and is provided for comparative purposes only. 

For Warra Weir, where a full width rock-ramp is the preferred option, a cost estimate for a 
vertical slot structure cannot be provided without the development of a detailed design.  
This has not been provided as development of detailed designs for multiple options is 
beyond the scope of this study. 

4.1  Costing Methods 

During the concept design process, a work breakdown structure was developed to ensure 
all the major types of works and services required at each of the fishway sites were 
identified.  
 
Quantities for each of the fishways were calculated based on the concept drawings. 
 
Unit rates to be adopted in the estimates were sourced from following: 
 

• SMEC’s internal data base. 
• Rawlinson’s Australian Construction Handbook. 
• Phone quotations from local suppliers and manufacturers. 

 

4.2  Limitations 

The cost estimates provided are for designs as specified in this report and are based on 
December 2010 pricing.   Modification of the designs presented, or a delay in 
implementation, may impact on the costs of construction due to increases in the costs of 
raw materials, labour, transport etc.  

Costs for ongoing maintenance and cleaning of the structures are not included in the  
estimates as the amount of cleaning and maintenance necessary will depend very much 
on the final design (e.g. if trash racks are included in the design of a vertical slot fishway).  
However, it should be recognised at this stage that there are ongoing costs associated 
with these structures.  Generally, a well constructed rock-ramp structure is self cleaning 
as accumulated debris will be washed away during high flows.  This is not always true of 
vertical-slot designs which can accumulate debris in the steep sided channels, which 
impacts on efficiency and increases ongoing maintenance costs.  
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5  GLOSSARY 

AMTD -  Adopted Middle Thread Distance (distance from the river mouth following 
the centreline of the channel) 

∆Hmax -  Maximum change in head (i.e. maximum difference between head water 
and tail water levels) 

QMAX – Maximum rate of flow  

Headwater – Water level upstream of the weir or fish passage structure 

Head Loss – Difference between headwater level and tailwater level 

Tailwater – Water level downstream of the weir or fish passage structure 
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7  APPENDIX 1  - COST ESTIMATES FOR PREFERRED 
OPTIONS 

 
 

Item Description Unit Quantity Rate Amount

$

1 Earthwork

1.1 Earth Excavation m
3

1412 15 21,186

1.2 Disposal of Surplus Soil m
3

1201 10 12,005

1.3 Earth Filling and Compaction m
3

212 20 4,237

1.4 Removal of Sheet Piling Lumpsum 7,500

2 Reinforced Concrete Work

2.1 Concrete floor for fishway m
3

90 1800 162,259

2.2 Concrete Wall for Fishway m
3

199 2000 398,802

2.3 Sheet Pile Cutting Lumpsum 5,000

3 Pitching

3.1 200-300 dia. Rock Pitching tonne 310 120 37,235

with 100 thick Gravel Bedding

4 Trash Screen

4.1 Trash Screen tonne 0.1 7000 700

4.2 Trash Deflector Lumpsum 5000

5 Fishway Baffles 

5.1 Cast In-Situ Concrete Baffles m
3

13 2000 26919

6 Grid Decking

6.1 Grid Decking (Incl. beam supports) m
2

245 250 61140

7 Gabion Wall Lumpsum 15000

8 Block off existing Fishway Lumpsum 10000

9 Temporary Works Lumpsum 50000

10 De-watering Lumpsum 10000

826,984

11 Mobilisation & Demobilisation 41,349

12 Survey, Design & Investigation 82,698

13 Construction Supervision 82,698

14 Contingencies 248,095

1,281,825

GST 128,182

TOTAL(incl GST) 1,410,007

Prepared By

Checked By

Date

10%

10%

Klaas Smit

07.12.2010

Orla Mc Carrick

TILPA VERTICAL SLOT FISHWAY

CONCEPT DESIGN

PRELIMINARY COST  ESTIMATE FOR CONSTRUCTION WORKS

Sub Total

Total

5%

10%

30%
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Item Description Unit Quantity Rate Amount

$

1 Earthwork 

1.1 Concrete Excavation m
3

89 500 44,413

1.2 Earth excavation m
3

2980 15 44,700

1.3 Disposal of Surplus Soil m
3

2533 10 25,330

1.4 Earth Filling & Compaction m
3

447 20 8,940

2 Reinforced Concrete Work

2.1 Concrete floor for fishway m
3

86 1800 155,520

2.2 Concrete wall for fishway m
3

306 2000 612,120

2.3 Concrete Batter Slab m
3

56 1800 99,990

2.4 Sheet Pile Cutting lumpsum 5,000

2.5 New Concrete Slabs m
3

25 1800 45,293

2.6 Disposal of Concrete m
3

89 150 13,324

3 Pitching

3.1 200-300 dia. Rock Pitching tonne 20 120 2400

with 100 thick Gravel Bedding

4 Trash Screen

4.1 Trash Screen tonne 0.1 7000 700

4.2 Trash Deflector Lumpsum 5000

5 Fishway Baffles 

5.1 Cast In-Situ Concrete Baffles m
3

15.96 2000 31,920

6 Grid Decking

6.1 Grid Decking (Incl. beam supports) m
2

258 250 64,500

7 Fishway Entrance Gates & Actuators No. 3 25000 75,000

8 Control Cabinet No. 1 210,000 210,000

9 Cause way-Fishway

9.1 Trash Screen tonne 0.06 7000 420

9.2 Excavation m
3

216 15 3,240

9.3 Concrete Walls m
3

5 2000 10,800

9.4 Concrete Floor For Causeway Fishway m
3

5 1800 9,720

9.5 Cast In-Situ Concrete Baffles m
3

2 2000 3,830

9.6 Grid Decking m
2

36 250 9,000

9.7 Reinstatement of Road Lumpsum 10,000

10 Temporary Works Lumpsum 90,000

11 De-watering Lumpsum 10,000

12 Temporary Traffic Works Lumpsum 20,000

13 Traffic Control Lumpsum 5,000

1,616,159

14 Mobilisation & Demobilisation 80,808

15 Survey, Design & Investigation 161,616

16 Construction Supervision 161,616

17 Contingencies 484,848

2,505,047

250,505

TOTAL (incl GST)

Prepared By

Checked By

Date

Klaas Smit

07.12.2010

CUNNAMULLA VERTICAL SLOT FISHWAY

CONCEPT DESIGN

PRELIMINARY COST  ESTIMATE FOR CONSTRUCTION WORKS

Sub Total

Total

Orla Mc Carrick

GST

2,755,551

5%

10%

30%

10%

10%
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Item Description Unit Quantity Rate Amount

$

1 Site Clearing m
3

10 10 97

2 Supply of Rock

2.1 Bottom  Anchor Rocks t 22 45 968

2.2 Ramp  Rock t 248 45 11,175

2.3 Ridge Rocks t 265 45 11,932

2.4 Side Anchor Rocks t 717 45 32,283

2.5 Filling Rock t 2931 35 102,580

2.6 Randomly placed  Rock Ramp t 1516 45 68,200

3 Supply and Place Compacted Clay m
3

1394 25 34,845

4 Placement of Rock 

4.1 Anchor,Ramp,Ridge and Radomly Placed Rock t 1252 45 56,359

4.2 Gravel Fill Material t 508 22.5 11,432

4.3 Randomly Placed Rocks t 1516 22.5 34,100

5 Supply and Install HDPE liner m
2

1185 10 11,850

6 Supply and install Geotech membrane m
2

1185 10 11,850

7 Temporary Works Lumpsum 50,000

8 Dewatering Lumpsum 20,000

Sub Total 422,730

9 Mobilisation/Demobilisation 21,137

10 Survey, Design and Investigations 42,273

11 Construction Supervision 42,273

12 Contingencies 126,819

Total 655,232

GST 65,523

720,755

Prepared By

Checked By

Date

Orla Mc Carrick

Klaas Smit

03.11.2010

5%

10%

10%

30%

10%

WARRA WEIR ROCK RAMP FISHWAY

CONCEPT DESIGN 

PRELIMINARY COST ESTIMATE FOR CONSTRUCTION WORKS

Total (incl GST)
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Item Description Unit Quantity Rate Amount

$

1 Earthwork

1.1 Earth excavation

1.11 Removal of Concrete Rockfill m
3

98 25 2,450

1.12 Removal of Rockfill Mattress m
3

28 25 696

1.13 Removal of Gravel Fill m
3

23 25 565

1.2 Disposal of Surplus Soil (15%) m
3

126 10 1,262

1.3 Earth Filling & Compaction (85%) m
3

22 20 445

1.4 Sheet Pile Cutting Lumpsum 5,000

2 Reinforced Concrete Work

2.1 Concrete floor for fishway m
3

49 1800 88,704

2.2 Concrete wall for fishway m
3

99 2000 198,022

2.3 Concrete Weir Cutting & Dsiposal Lumpsum 10,000

3 Pitching

3.1 200-300 dia. Rock Pitching tonne 125 120 15,000

with 100 thick Gravel Bedding

4 Trash Screen

4.1 Trash Screen tonne 0.1 7,000 700

4.2 Trash Deflector Lumpsum 5,000

5 Fishway Baffles 

5.1 Cast In Situ Concrete Baffles m
3

6 2000 12,874

6 Grid Decking

6.1 Grid Decking (Incl. beam supports) m
2

106 250 26,450

7 Temporary Works Lumpsum 70,000

8 Removal of Concrete FIshway Lumpsum 20,000

9 De-watering Lumpsum 10,000

467,169

10 Mobilisation & Demobilisation 23,358

11 Survey, Design & Investigation 46,717

12 Construction Supervision 46,717

13 Contingencies 140,151

724,112

72,411

TOTAL(incl GST) 796,523

Prepared By

Checked By

Date

10%

Klaas Smit

07.12.2010

GLENARBON VERTICAL SLOT FISHWAY

CONCEPT DESIGN

PRELIMINARY COST  ESTIMATE FOR CONSTRUCTION WORKS

Sub Total

Total

Orla Mc Carrick

5%

10%

30%

10%

GST
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CUNNINGHAM WEIR REMOVAL 
 

PRELIMINARY COST  ESTIMATE FOR CONSTRUCTION WORKS 

Item Description Unit Quantity Rate Amount 

          $ 

1.00 

Removal of Timber Crib Weir 

Structure         

1.01 Rockfill Removal and Disposal m3 900 $100 $90,000 

1.02 Removal of Timber Sheeting m2 300 $20 $6,000 

1.03 Cut and Dispose Steel Sheet Pile  m2 150 $850 $127,500 

            

2.00 Timber Pile Cuts         

2.01 Cut and Remove Timber Piling Item    $40,000 $40,000 

            

3.00 Removal Of Concrete         

3.01 Concrete Removal m3 120 $500 $60,000 

            

4.00 Rehabilitation         

4.01 Stabilizing River Bed and Banks Item   $25,000 $25,000 

            

5.00 Environmental Management         

5.01 

Sediment Control During 

Stabilisation Item   $40,000 $40,000 

            

6.00 Dealing With Water         

6.01 Pumping of water Item   $20,000 $20,000 

Sub Total   408,500 

7 Mobilisation & Demobilisation 5% 20,425 

8 Construction Supervision 10% 40,850 

9 Contingencies 30% 122,550 

Total   592,325 

GST 10% 59,233 

  TOTAL(incl GST)   

  

651,558 

Prepared By Maheshwari Jhala 

Checked By Klaas Smit 

Date 17.11.2010 
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8  APPENDIX 2  - COST ESTIMATES FOR OTHER 
OPTIONS 

 
 

Project 

: Northern Fishways

Tilpa Weir Weir Height (m) 3.5 Supply of Gravel $35.00

Weir Crest Width (m) 78 Supply Rock $/t $45.00

Channel Width (m) 4.5 Transport Cost $/km $0.30

In Accordance with Drawing: Slope ( 1 on ?) 25 Total Cost R $180.00

Distance To Quary km 500 Total Cost G $170.00

Date 29/10/2010 Access Track km 0.5 Hand Place Rock $45.00

CPI 173.3 Today's CPI 173.3 Gravel & R R Place $22.50

Item Description Unit Quantity Rate Amount

$

1 Site Clearing m
2

6825 10 68,250

2 Supply of Rock

2.1      Gravel Fill Material t 2,296 $180.00 413,267

2.2      Side Anchor Rocks t 34 $180.00 6,139

2.3      Ramp  Rock t 83 $180.00 15,012

2.4      Ridge Rocks t 89 $180.00 16,090

2.5      Bottom Anchor Rocks t 109 $180.00 19,645

2.6      Random Rock t 9839 $180.00 1,770,965

3 Supply and Place compacted Clay m
3 6091 $25.00 152,266

4 Placement of Rock

4.1     Gravel Fill Material t 2296 $22.50 51,658

4.2      Side Anchor Rocks t 34 $45.00 1,535

4.3      Ramp  Rock t 83 $45.00 3,753

4.4      Ridge Rock t 89 $45.00 4,022

4.5      Bottom Anchor Rock t 109 $45.00 4,911

4.6      Random Rock t 9839 $22.50 221,371

4 Supply and install HDPE liner m
2

6825 10 68,250

5 Supply and install Geotech membrane m
2

6825 10 68,250

6 Concrete excavation m
3

1.08 1000 1,080

7 Access Track Upgrade km 0 10,000 0

8 Temporary Works Item Lump Sum 500,000

9 Dewatering Item Lump Sum 50,000

10 Cost for Weir Cutting Item Lump Sum 10,000

Sub Total 3,446,466

Establishment & Disestablishment 5% Lumpsum 172,323

Survey Design & Investigations Lumpsum 50,000

Construct Supervision Lumpsum 75,000

Contingencies 30% 1,033,940

Total 4,777,729

GST 10% 477,773

TOTAL 5,255,502

Highlighted Items to be modified as necessary

Preliminary Cost Estimate for :    Full Width Rock Ramp    

Contract No :
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Project 

: Northern Fishways

Cunningham Rock Ramp Weir Height (m) 3 Supply of Gravel $35.00

Weir Crest Width (m) 48 Supply Rock $/t $45.00

Channel Width (m) 4.5 Transport Cost $/km $0.30

In Accordance with Drawing: Slope ( 1 on ?) 25 Total Cost R $180.00

Distance To Quary km 500 Total Cost G $170.00

Date 29/10/2010 Access Track km 0.5 Hand Place Rock $45.00

CPI 173.3 Today's CPI 173.3 Gravel & R R Place $22.50

Item Description Unit Quantity Rate Amount

$

1 Site Clearing m
2

3600 10 36,000

2 Supply of Rock

2.1      Gravel Fill Material t 1,211 $180.00 217,987

2.2      Side Anchor Rocks t 29 $180.00 5,262

2.3      Ramp  Rock t 71 $180.00 12,868

2.4      Ridge Rocks t 77 $180.00 13,813

2.5      Bottom Anchor Rocks t 61 $180.00 11,050

2.6      Random Rock t 5185 $180.00 933,338

3 Supply and Place compacted Clay m
3 3782 $25.00 94,556

4 Placement of Rock

4.1     Gravel Fill Material t 1211 $22.50 27,248

4.2      Side Anchor Rocks t 29 $45.00 1,316

4.3      Ramp  Rock t 71 $45.00 3,217

4.4      Ridge Rock t 77 $45.00 3,453

4.5      Bottom Anchor Rock t 61 $45.00 2,763

4.6      Random Rock t 5185 $22.50 116,667

4 Supply and install HDPE liner m
2

3600 10 36,000

5 Supply and install Geotech membrane m
2

3600 10 36,000

6 Concrete excavation m
3

1.08 1000 1,080

7 Access Track Upgrade km 0 10,000 0

8 Temporary Works Item Lump Sum 500,000

9 Dewatering Item Lump Sum 50,000

10 Cost for Weir Cutting Item Lump Sum 10,000

Sub Total 2,112,618

Establishment & Disestablishment 5% Lumpsum 105,631

Survey Design & Investigations Lumpsum 50,000

Construct Supervision Lumpsum 75,000

Contingencies 30% 633,785

Total 2,977,034

GST 10% 297,703

TOTAL 3,274,738

Highlighted Items to be modified as necessary

Preliminary Cost Estimate for :    Full Width Rock Ramp    

Contract No :
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Project 

: Northern Fishways

Glenarbon Weir Weir Height (m) 2 Supply of Gravel $35.00

Weir Crest Width (m) 60 Supply Rock $/t $45.00

Channel Width (m) 4.5 Transport Cost $/km $0.30

In Accordance with Drawing: Slope ( 1 on ?) 25 Total Cost R $45.00

Distance To Quary km 50 Totall Cost G $35.00

Date 29/10/2010 Access Track km 0.5 Hand Place Rock $45.00

CPI 173.3 Today's CPI 173.3 Gravel & R R Place $22.50

Item Description Unit Quantity Rate Amount

$

1 Site Clearing m
2

150 10 1,500

2 Supply of Rock

2.1      Gravel Fill Material t 1,104 $35.00 38,630

2.2      Side Anchor Rocks t 19 $45.00 877

2.3      Ramp  Rock t 48 $45.00 2,145

2.4      Ridge Rocks t 51 $45.00 2,315

2.5      Bottom Anchor Rocks t 89 $45.00 3,990

2.6      Random Rock t 4319 $45.00 194,375

3 Supply and Place compacted Clay m3
5034 $25.00 125,850

4 Placement of Rock

4.1     Gravel Fill Material t 1104 $22.50 24,833

4.2      Side Anchor Rocks t 19 $45.00 877

4.3      Ramp  Rock t 48 $45.00 2,145

4.4      Ridge Rock t 51 $45.00 2,315

4.5      Bottom Anchor Rock t 89 $45.00 3,990

4.6      Random Rock t 4319 $22.50 97,188

4 Supply and install HDPE liner m
2

3000 10 30,000

5 Supply and install Geotech membrane m
2

1500 10 15,000

6 Concrete excavation m
3

1.08 1000 1,080

7 Access Track Upgrade km 0 10,000 0

8 Temporary Works Item Lump Sum 400,000

9 Dewatering Item Lump Sum 50,000

10 Cost for Weir Cutting Item Lump Sum 10,000

Sub Total 1,007,109

Establishment & Disestablishment 5% 50,355

Survey Design & Investigations 10% 100,711

Construct Supervision 10% 100,711

Contingencies 30% 302,133

Total 1,561,019

GST 10% 156,102

TOTAL 1,717,121

Highlighted Items to be modified as necessary

Preliminary Cost Estimate for :    Full Width Rock Ramp    

Contract No :




